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AMS M350 – Final config. Disk (686204.9) installation instructions. FW13.04

Only press keys when the instructions tell you to. Some operations take a few minutes to
execute. Pressing buttons at the incorrect time could change the loading procedure and
cause failure of the loading process.

Turn off machine.
Remove the KSP-M45 circuit board (located on the left) The board next to it must be
removed at the same time because there is a small ribbon cable connected to it. The
battery (round capacitor) must be discharged to reload the final config disk.

Small ribbon cable plugs in
here. Make sure to align the
pins before pushing the plug
on.



Short out the capacitor with a piece of wire for 1 minute to completely erase the memory
on the board

Install the KSP-M45 and the small plate next to it into the machine. Make sure that the
small ribbon cable plug is securely fastened and does not catch on the board next to it.
This small ribbon cable and plug are for the keyboard.

Insert the Final config disk into the A: drive. Connect the floppy drive cable onto the
AMS-M350 board with the ribbon cable coming out through the rectangular hole and
insert the board. Connect all connections.

Turn on the machine. The screens should look similar to these and follow the same
sequence. There could be slight differences because I could not take the picture fast
enough.

1st Screen



2nd Screen

Push F1

3rd Screen



4th Screen

5th Screen

Press the “Y” button on the keyboard

6th Screen



7th Screen

8th Screen

9th Screen

Remove the Final config disk from the A drive. Turn off the machine and wait 1 minute
then turn the machine back on and when completed it should come up correctly.
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